Honda trail 90

The Honda CT90 was a small step-through motorcycle manufactured by Honda from to It was
offered in two models: Trail or X with the main variations being gear ratios and tyre style.
Except for the engine change, the models of CT and CT90 were the sameâ€”the change in
model number reflected a new Honda policy that model numbers would indicate engine-size
class. The CT and CT90 had a dual rear sprocket, which created a lower gear range for heavy
weight or steep terrain. To shift to the low range, the operator had to stop and clip a short
additional section onto the chain, which then would allow it to go around the larger rear
sprocket. Starting in August , this cumbersome arrangement was replaced by a two-range
sub-transmission, which could be set far more easily by simply moving a small lever while the
bike was in neutral and idling. While the earlier Honda Trail series had been slightly modified
versions of the Super Cub, and brought an evolution to the CT90 which tailored it more to the
needs of the off-road rider. Now, the Trail 90 was a unique and separate platform, not merely a
variation on the city-commuter theme. The greatest change was in , when Honda replaced the
Super-Cub-style cantilever-toggle front end with telescoping-tube similar to those found on
most motorcycles. This increased travel and shock absorption on the front wheel. The large,
chrome rear cargo rack which had been an option now became a standard item. No longer being
attached to the small, stamped-steel rack inherited from the Super Cub, the new rack had its
own dedicated mounting system, which was strong enough to use for lifting the motorcycle.
The other obvious change in the model was the addition of a hard plastic downtube cover,
designed specifically for the CT Earlier models had retained the Super Cub's air filter box,
located on the downtube, and with the removal of the wide shield of the street model, a fabric
cover had been used. The new cover would run from the head tube to the bottom of the
downtube, providing protection to the carburetor, and the air filter was now located in a plastic
box attached to the side of the frame. In , a lever was added to the front end, which made it easy
and simple to rotate the handlebars. This feature made it more convenient to store the
motorcycle, or to carry it in a rack, truck bed, or even the back of a station wagon. Fold-down
handlebars had been introduced on the Honda Z50A Mini Trail in , and had proven popular
among owners with space constraints. Though this feature would eventually be dropped from
the Mini Trail, the easy-swivel handlebars would be one of the definitive features of the full-size
Honda Trail series throughout the rest of production. These were the last major changes made
to the "Trail 90," and the only other noteworthy change to the Honda Trail bikes came with the
change to the cc engine in Honda targeted hunters, fishermen, commuters, and outdoorsmen
with the Trail Early ads often had these bikes in wilderness settings. They were well suited to
narrow trails, being small and lightweight around pounds and with a forgiving suspension. The
bike was ideal for climbing and carrying packs. The four-stroke engine was quiet and almost all
models were equipped with spark-arrestor exhausts. While targeted at off-road users, this was
not a dirt bike in the conventional sense. Trail 90s were also modified, by aftermarket vendor
Suitcase Cycle , for quick breakdown and compact transport via general aviation aircraft. The
fork was originally a leading link suspension, replaced in with conventional telescoping-tube
suspension. The CT90 ended production in , replaced the following year by the CT The CT
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Model CT. It has a new seat and a cargo rack from , an original one. It comes with - An original
chrome cargo rack from a 67'A new seat replaced An original seatA brand-new batteryA tune up
kit as shown in the pictures All spare parts shown in the pictures A buyer is responsible for
arranging the shipment and all shipping expenses. I also accept local pick up. Please contact
me for any questions. I have had it since it was new you will like it. Its a classic. Great
Amphibabike-Vintage original knobby runs perfect-new battery-new rear tire-This is a great
vintage automatic trail rider with Hi-Lo transmission for ultimate off roadability. Starts first kick
fresh tune up carb is clean gas tank is clean. I can send a walk around video of it running no
problem Takes up to 2. I can help with shipping in any way-I can be available for loading onto
any size truck at anytime Listing by Auction Click here for an XL view of the above Image
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original - New tires - New battery - Auxiliary gas tankThe CT90 in its classic form was an 89 cc
4-stroke air-cooled single with a four-speed transmission and a semi-automatic clutch, coupled

with a 1. The fork was originally a leading link suspension, replaced in with conventional
telescoping-tube suspension. The Honda CT90 was a small step through motorcycle
manufactured by Honda from to It was offered in two models: Trail or X with the main variations
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look great! It is missing some of the peripheral components as can be seen in the photos. I
purchased a new shroud for it and it will need to be painted the correct color. The engine will
crank over and it not seized. It will need to be restored as it has not been started for years. I do
not have the title but I will provide a bill of sale and will stand behind it's purchase and your
investment. Here we have for sale a very special Honda Trail 90 motorcycle with original miles!
Yes, only miles! How amazing is that to see one of these Honda's as clean and as in show room
conditon like this? You never see this clean of Honda ever! It's is completely original and has
not been messed with or restored in any way. Every nut and bolt is original and from the factory
in It has been one of the best bikes in my collection! It is just so beautiful to look at. Everything
is just so pristine on the bike. When you take it out in the sun shine, it just shines like when it
was sold brand new in The bike has always been garaged and has always been taken very very

good care of. As evident as you can see in the pictures. Just look at how clean every single
thing is on the bike. Everything is immaculate! Even the original factory cables look almost new.
The bike never gets ridden, it just is on display in my collection. It's just that gorgeous to just
put on display and never be ridden. Because once it gets ridden and accumulates miles, then
it's just like every other Honda out there. It so cool to see the original tires still on the bike. The
original seat cover is beautiful and is perfect! The chrome is stunning just like the day it was
plated all those years ago. The engine is immaculate and pristine! The engine has never seen
any dirt and grime on it. The paint is like new, and the metal is like new on the engine. It has a
very tiny amount of wear in areas. There are a few tiny little chips in the paint here and there.
Probably happened from being in storage before I bought the bike. The tires have cracks in
them from being in one spot for so many years but the tires still hold perfect air. The center
plastic frame guard has a chip in it right at the bottom bracket where the mounting screw goes
through and that is the biggest flaw with the bike. There is some little minor surface cracks in
the plastic air cleaner housing and a little paint wear on a little area of the housing too. The bike
runs very well! The transmission shifts through all of the gears perfectly. I just put a new battery
in the bike. All of the electrical works except the brake light and low beam. The high beam does
work though. I have no idea why that would be the case unless the tail light bulb is burnt out, I'll
try to look into that this week. It could just be a bad connect with the bulb. All in all this is an
amazing, once in a lifetime kind of bike that you do not want to miss out on. The bike is like new
and a bike in this condition just does not come up for sale ever. People rode these bikes, they
didn't buy them to let them sit. That is why this is so rare to find in this shape. I have a title for
the Honda. I have the original owner manual too for the bike. I can store the bike at my home so
that the buyer can coordinate and schedule shipping. I can help load the bike for the shipper if
needed. I can get a motorcycle pallet if needed for shipping. Please contact me with any
questions that you might have before bidding on the Honda. My phone number is Cash, check,
or money order are the acceptable forms of payments. Thank you for looking! Good luck
bidding! The bike is in great condition, and runs flawlessly. I got the bike with its motor bored
out to cc. I rebuilt it in with original parts except for piston of course Rebuilt the carburetor in
Purchased new tires, fork seals and rubber, as well as a new rectifier in The bike is equipped
with blinker switch and wiring but has no blinkers installed. It is currently registered as an All
terrain vehicle, it can easily be changed to a legal road usage, I can do this if necessary. The
Honda has it's pink slip and is ready to go. Great for taking out hunting, teaching your kid to
ride on or going out and enjoying nature. I'm currently looking at getting a scabbard for it.
Model Ct. Nice used trail Starts runs and drives nice. Call - 13oo. Yellow, optional back seat, no
smoke, just had a service and a new battery. Only flaw is the back tail pipe has some rust. All
lights and horn works as it should. Fun bike. Has old NY registration and bill of sale. Has 3, orig.
Upgraded engine that NOW has the Hi-Lo transmission, thus eliminating the large sprocket
change over for hill climbing. Can be registered for street use. Runs smooth and quiet. Only
about 2, miles. Miles will go up some as I ride the CT90 daily The engine does not leak any oil at
all and does not smoke at all. The Honda has brand new tires, tubes, and rim strips. Battery is
one year old Yuasa, Honda factory brand. New NGK spark plug installed and a recent oil
change. All lights and everything else works on this CT Brakes and clutch are good. Drive chain
and sprockets are fine. The Trail90 is ready for the trail or the road. It is street legal. It has a dual
range transmission. It has the original canteen extra fuel tank. This is not a Moped! It has a top
speed of about 50 mph and it gets about miles to a gallon of gas. It has no clutch lever so just
about anyone can learn to ride it. It has a centrifugal clutch. You just put it in gear and hit the
gas and just let off the gas and shift to go to the next gear. Look at the N. It is not perfect but it
is better than Very Good condition. Please use the "Ask a Question" to learn more about this
beautiful Honda. I have this listed as local pick-up only. Please call my Cell Phone if you want to
come and see the bike in person. That number is: I am located in Aurora, IL. I will accept cash
only upon pick-up of the bike. If you can not come and get the bike then call me to see if some
other arrangement can be made to get the bike to you. Do not commit to buying or making an
offer for this bike unless you can pay for it within 3 days of auction end. I reserve the right to
end this auction at any time due to the fact that I am selling the Honda locally and it will be
sitting in front of my house with a For Sale sign on it. I have sold many bikes out there so don't
miss out. There are lots of Trail90's out there but this one is one of the nicest and cleanest ones
I have seen. The motor is exceptional and is very quiet with no valve tapping at all. Some of
them were running when parked. Three of them have titles, the rest will be bill of sale items.
Loads of additional parts included. Selling the entire collection, parts will not be picked out.
Several NOS parts as well. Everything pictured is included plus a little bit more. We will assist in
shipping these items. Please email for a quote. Baton Rouge, LA. Carthagena, OH. Memphis, TN.
Waterford, MI. Dix Hills, NY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save
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seems he likes to use the little Honda to prowl the logging roads, fire lanes and tote roads of the
U. He said the muffler had rusted out some years ago so its sound is a little louder than stock,
but actually not much. He was riding the CT90 along with an abandoned railroad grade when he
stopped to take a look around and left the bike idling. As he sat there, looking ahead for grouse
moving along the ground or roosting, he was startled to see a partridge winging its way right
toward him. Before he could draw his shotgun from the scabbard, he noticed another bird
coming in hot from a different direction. He limbered up his gauge and harvested the birds.
Turns out the CT90 can double as a bird call deadly to lovelorn partridge. You have to wonder
what Soichiro Honda would have said if he only could have known! The Trail 90 has sold in the
multi-millions since its introduction in as the CT Trail 90, when the engine was an air-cooled
87cc single-cylinder OHV pushrod four-stroke. That engine, which churned out eight
horsepower at rpm was used in no less than five different models in the model year. Its
economy, simplicity, and reliability kept it in the line-up for 13 years when it was again bumped
up, this time to cc for the new CT model. The engine was slung beneath a pressed steel frame in
a nearly horizontal position. To protect the head and cylinder cooling fins, a pair of steel bars on
each side of the engine dropped down from the steering head and attached beneath the engine
near the midships-mounted footpegs. To increase off-road ability, there was an added feature: a
1. The same leading-link front suspension design that had been in use for years on a range of
models was in use in improved form in , which would change to a telescopic fork by The rear
suspension used a conventional twin shock set-up. The step-through frame made more mount
and dismount options available that could come in handy in the woods, where trees and terrain
might make the swing-your-leg over the top approach difficult. It came equipped with
street-legal lighting, but no turn signals to get knocked off in the bush. The solo saddle
concealed the fuel tank filler cap and a substantial luggage rack on the rear enabled the Honda
CT90 to be a match for a good pack mule. Mastering the transmission required no prior
motorcycle experience. Neutral was at the top position and clicking down without having to putz
with a clutch reliably if somewhat noisily, engages each successive gear. Twist the throttle and
away you go with no potential to stall outâ€”as engine speed increases, the weight of the
friction shoes in the clutch forces them out by centrifugal force against the drive surface of the
clutch. Clutch engagement is automatic. Speeds of between 40 and 50 mph were generally the
top line on the road, and in the woods, the thing will putter along happily at a walk, as the terrain
may allow. Wi
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th its gallon-and-a-half gas tank and 70 to 80 mpg, you could figure on well over miles on the
road before needing to top up. Dry weight was about pounds. Sign in. Log into your account.
Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Tuesday, February 23, Get
help. Ultimate Motorcycling. March 11, Gary Ilminen. Related Posts. The Triumph Bonneville T
gets a more powerful and higher-revving motor this year, along with a lighter chassis and
upgraded suspension. Plus, the Read more. The best-selling Triumph Street Twin is back with
motor changes to meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling, and a classy new variant.
Harley-Davidson officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure touring motorcycles, the Pan
America and Pan America Special. The Motor Company released all the Motorcycle History.
Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth edition, Tourmaster has started over
with the new Transition jacket. Lacking a numberâ€”though there is a V6 on While a bit

